ANNOUNCEMENT
FOR TOURIST VISA APPLICATION

As there is an increasing number of tourist visa holders having entered the Kingdom of Thailand, seeking employment illegally during their stay, and coming to re-apply a tourist visa at the Royal Thai Embassy or Consulate in neighboring countries, The Royal Thai Embassy in Vientiane would like to announce that such acts are considered unlawful, according to the Immigration Act, B.E. 2552.

The above-mentioned Act stipulates that all visa applicants are required to clearly express their real purpose of visiting the Kingdom of Thailand. Should any cases be found that the applicant's real intention were concealed, the application will be rejected. Therefore, the Royal Thai Embassy in Vientiane would reserve its rights to request additional supporting documents for suspicious applications, such as financial evidence, planned itinerary, etc.

Please kindly be informed that insufficient documents for such cases may result in a refusal of a tourist visa and the fee paid is not refundable.